
Answer-to-Question-_1_

Degalo is not a Singapore tax resident as its control and management is not 

exercised in Singapore under Section 2(1) of the Singapore Income Tax Act.  Under 

charging Section 10(1), any income accuring in or derived from Singapore or received in 

Singapore is taxed in Singapore. 

Whether this activities performed by an employee in Singapre would constitutes 

income “accured in or derived from” Singapore, a relevant case law can be referred.  

Upon a case law, CIR v Hang Seng Bank Limited, what a taxpayer has done to earn a 

profit and where these activities has been conducted.   In addition, Sectin 12(1) also 

deems non-tax resident having trading source in Singapore where a part of operations is 

carried in Singapore. 

In the scenario given and above, we consider the following of whether there is a 

trading or business source in Singapore and thus, Degalo will have tax liability as a result. 

a) an employee in Singapore maintains a Singapore-based server and is not 
involved in any sales transactions, the activities performed by that employee will not 

constitute Degalo having a trading or business source in Singapore.       

b) all Singapore customers place an order through the website, which has an

automated system fr processing order.   It could be argubly that the contract for sales are 

concluded in Singapre and thus, there is a source in Singapore and income derived 

therefrom are subject to tax in Singapore. 

c) where title of goods are passed also constitute a Singapore source. If the goods 
are shipped in FOB term, that means that goods title is passed outside Singapore.  

Whereas the shipment term is CIF, the title of goods is passed in Singapre and as a result, 

Degalo will have an income source in Singapore and therefore, profits derived from 

selling goods to customers in Singapore are subject to Singapore.  



Based on Singapore income tax act and a relevant case law, Degalo will have a 

Singapre-sourced income and subject to tax in Singapore.  

As there is double tax treaty (DTT) concluded between Singapore and Country X, 

Degalo can seek treaty protection to exempt the business profit, which will be explained 

in the following. 

Under Article 7 of the DTT, profits arising from selling goods to customer in 

Singapore will be taxed if Degalo has a permanent establishment in Singapre, as defined 

in Article 5.   Therefore, whether Degalo will be taxed in Singapore depends on having 

PE in Singapore.  Wether Degalo has a PE is question of fact. 

Based on information available, an employee maintaining a Singapore-based server 

will not create a PE in Singapore as this activity constitues an auxiliary character under 

Article 5(4).  Assuming that there is no sales office or warehouse (in fact it is in country 

Y), Degalo will not create a PE in Singapore and therefore, based on Article 5 and 7, it 

wlll not have tax liablity in Singapore.   
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Answer-to-Question-_2__

Risi is a Singapore tax resident as its control and management, i.e. strategic 

decision-making, is exercised in Singapore under Section 2(1) of SITA. 



As all countries involved have double tax treaties concluded with Singapore, as 

such, it will be examined whether Risi has a tax liablity in  those countries involved and 

also Risi itself has a tax obligation in Singapore.  

a) Country X

All rice harvested is stored in Risi’s facilities in Country X. As the facilities are at

the disposal of Risi, they will create a permanent establishment in Country X under 

Article 5(1).   However, it is not deemed to have PE under Article 5(4)(a) as the facilities 

are used for the purpose of storage.   In this regard, Risi will not a tax obligation in 

Country X.  

b) Country Y

All harvested rice stored in Country X will be delivered to Country Y for packaging

before they are sold to respective subsidiaries. 

Risi does not create a PE in country Y as packaging activities is considered as 

preparatory or auxiliary charater.  However, tax authority will argue that the packaging is 

not of preparatry or auxiliary character and there is a risk that Risi will have a PE in 

country Y.   

Where there is PE being created in Country Y, the PE would be treated as a separate 

and indepedent enterprise and only profits arising from packaging  attributable to PE will 

be taxed in Country Y under Article 7 - business profits. It is assumed that no other 

fuctions such as logistic arrangment, marketing are done in Country, otherwise, profit 

arising from these functins performed will be taxed in Country Y. 

c) Singapore - Risi Ltd

Under charging sectin 10(1) of SITA, any income accruing in or derived from

Singapore or received in Singapore will be taxed in Singapore. 

Whether Risi has a tax obligation in Singapore depends on what and where 



activities performed to earn profits. Proceeds from sales banked into offshore bank 

account is not relevant to determination of source in Singapore. 

One has to look at the operation tests that was endorsed by Hong Kong case, CIR v 

Hang Seng Bank Limited.   In scenario given, all operational decision are made by both 

directors who live and work in Singapore. Although all sales between related parties are 

organized through online dicussion, all sales to respective related entity are concluded in 

Singapre.  In this regard, all sales made to respective related party are treated as souce 

derived or accruing in Singapore, thus, profit arising therefrm will be taxed in Singapore. 

Since all sales are made to related entities in Australia, Singapore and Country, the 

sales transaction are required to be conducted on arm’s lenght basis.   

d) Subdiaries in Australia, Singapore and Country X

The baggaed rice purchased by subsidiaries, namely, Roo PL, Merlion PL and CX

PL should be conducted on arm’s length basis.  The profit from sales made by these 

subsidiries to local supermarket will be taxed in respective countries. 
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Answer-to-Question-_3__

1) 

The lands in Singapore and neighburing country purchased by Paul in 2005. They 

are deloveped into apartment building in both lands and all aprtment are eventually sold 



out for a total of $90m.  Definitely, the sales transaction are considered revenue transactin 

and there is no room to argue that it is capital transaction, upon six badges of trade. 

Under charging section 10(1) of SITA, any income accruing in or derived from 

Singapore or received in Singapore from outside Singapore is taxed in Singapre. The 

latter means that foreign source will be taxed in Singapore if it is remitted into Singapore. 

What constitues remittance, it is laid down in Section 10(25) of SITA. 

Generally, any profit arising from selling immovable property located in Singapore 

is considred a source in Singapore whereas profit arising from selling immoveable 

property outside Singapre is treated as foreign-sources.  It is aligned with general tax 

principal and relevant case law.  Furthermore, Article 6 of DTA concluded mentions that 

tax authority can tax income arisign from immovebale proerty situated in its jurisdiction.  

What is immoveable property is defined under Interpration Act. 

Based on the above, profits from selling apartment in the land situated in Singapore 

will be taxed in Singapore. Profits from selling apartment in land situated in neighbouring 

will only be taxed if it is remitted into SIngapore under Section 10(25) of SITA. 

Under Section 14(1), for the purposes of ascertaining the income of any person for 

any period from any source chargeable to tax, expenses incurred wholly and exclusively 

in the productin of the income can rank for tax deduction. 

The following need to considers in order to arrive profits for respective land: -

a) Land costs

The purchses costs of $10m will be considered and market value as in 2017 of

$20m cannot considered as it is not actually “incurred” under Section 14(1). 

In addition, only half of $20m can be deducted against the local source that is 

brought to tax. Another another can only be deducted against foregin sources once it is 



 

remitted. 

b) Development, marketing and other cost - $20m

The above can be deducted under Section 14(1) and not disallowed under Section 

15.

Same as item (a), only half of $20m can be deducted against Singapore source and 

another is only deducted against foreign souce once it is remitted. 

In conclusion, profit of $70m (i.e.90m - 10m - 10m) will be taxed as Singapore 

source and foreign souce of $70m will be taxed once it is remitted.  

2) 

Where Paul was not tax resident in Singapre, only profits arising from selling 

properties in land located in Singapore will be taxed.  Any profit from selling apartment 

in land located in neighbouring country will not be taxed even it is remitted into 

Singapore as mentioend in Section 13 of SITA.
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Answer-to-Question-_5__

Before taking an offer in Singapore, all income from all countries received by 

Tanya will be taxed in Country P and double tax relief based on DTA or unilateral tax 

relief as may be found in tax rule of Country can be claimed by Tanya to relieve double 

taxation. 



Under charging Section 10(1), only Singapore source income will be taxed in 

Singapore. Foreign source income received by Tanya will be exempted under Sectin 

13(7A). 

Tanya will be a Singapore tax resident under Section 2(1) where she physically 

present or exercise employment in Singapore more than 183 days or under IRAS’s 2-year 

or 3-year admin concession. Temporary absense for overseas duties will still counted as 

present in Singapore. 

However, Tanyan will still be tax resident in Country P based on domestic law and 

thus, she will be dual resident in country P and Singapore. As DTA is concluded 

beteween Singapore and Country P, Tanya will be only be a resident in either state based 

on Article 4.  In scenario given, she sold her apartment in Country P, a resident status of 

Tanya will be awarded to Singapore based on tests laid down in Article 4(2). 

Where Tanya is a Singapore tax resdient, her tax liablity on the following income 

will be explained as follows:-

a) Employment income

This is Singapore employment income, it will be taxed in Singapore and Country P

has not right tax as she is no longer tax resident in Country P. 

b) Dividend income

Dividend income from Country P will be taxed in respective country and they will

not taxed in Singapore under Section 13(7A) even it is brought into Singapore.  Dividend 

income from Country P will not be taxed as it does not charge income tax.  

Singapre dividend will not taxed in hands of Tanya as it is one-tier dividend. 

c) Disposal of shares

Depending on tax rules in Countries P and T, profits from disposal of share in

respective will be taxed in respective countries. 



 

Diposal of Singapore shares will not be taxed in Singapore as it is normally 

considered capital transactins.

d) Consulting fees

Tanya provides business advice to client in Singapore, Countries T and P. Wether it

is a source in Singapore, the operations test endorsed in tax, CIR vs Hang Seng Bank 

Limted can be used to justify the souces in Singapore: -

i) What activities she performs to earn consulting fee;

ii) Where these actitivities are conducted.

Obvioulsy, these activities are conducted in Sigapore during her Singapore 

employment, these will be taxed in Singapre. 

Country X has no right to tax in accordance with Articles 5 (PE) and 7 (business 

profits). It would not taxed in Country T as it does not charge income tax. 
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Answer-to-Question-_6__

Under Section 8(1) of GST Act, tax shall be charged on any supply of service made 

in Singapore by a taxable persons in the course of business.  In this regard, Jolly has 

business operations in Singapore, all services provided are taxable supply, 7% or 0% 

(international service) GST is chargeable on all service supplied by it. 

The following explain whether 7% or 0% GST should be charged on the service 



 

being supplied. 

a) Advice on DUVIE’s operating in SEA

0% GST is chargeable as the service receipient is outside Singapore under Section

21(3)(k) and this sevices does not to land in Singapore.

b) Further advice on DUVIE operation

Same as item (a), 0% GST is charged on service provided.

c) Property development in Singapore

7% GST is charged on service supply as this service relates to proerty develpment

in Singapore. 

d) Advice provided to Singapore re: overseas expansin

7% GST is charged on service supplied to Roti as the service recipient is in

Singapore. 


